Web caching is an important technology for reducing Internet access latency, alleviating network traffic, and spreading server load. An important issue that affects the performance of web caching is caching architecture, in which several caches are usually federated for making caches cooperate on a large scale and effectively increase the cache population. Transparent data replication is such a caching architecture, which has shown to be easy to manage and have good system scalability. In this paper, we present an survey of state-of-the-art techniques of cache/proxy placement for transparent data replication.
Introduction
The World Wide Web has become the most successful application over the Internet since it provides simple access to a wide range of information and services. However, the exponential growth in its popularity is leading to a number of performance problems, such as network congestion, server overloading, etc. To overcome these problems, an effective method is to apply the technology of web caching by which web objects are cached at various components in the networks. It has been shown that web caching can reduce Internet access latency, alleviate network traffic, and spread server load. A survey of web caching schemes for the Internet can be found in [37] . There are a number of factors that affects the performance of web caching, such as caching system architecture [33, 40] , proxy placement [15, 18, 24] , caching contents [7, 13] , cache resolution/routing [11, 27] , prefetching [12, 26, 30] , cache placement and replacement [2, 28] , cache coherency [5, 8, 17] , web traffic characteristics [3, 6] , and dynamic data caching [14, 35] .
Cooperative caching [10] is an emerging paradigm in the design of scalable high-performance systems. Cache cooperation improves the performance of isolated caches, especially for caches with small cache populations. To make caches cooperate on a large scale and effectively increase the cache population, several caches are usually federated in caching architectures [32] . Currently, there are two common caching architectures that are used to implement a large scale cache cooperation scheme, including hierarchical caching [9] and distributed caching [29, 36] . Both hierarchical caching and distributed caching are already a fact of life in much of the Internet [1] . With hierarchical caching, caches are placed at different network levels. At the bottom level of the hierarchy there are client caches. When a request is not satisfied by a client cache, the request is redirected to the institutional cache. If the document is not present at the institutional level, the request travels to the regional cache, which in turn forward unsatisfied requests to the national cache. If the document is not present at any cache level, the national cache contacts directly the origin server. When the document is found, either at a cache or at the origin server, it travels down the hierarchy, leaving a copy at each of the intermediate caches. Transparent data replication is a newly developed caching architecture. Many research has been done based on transparent data replication since it is a promising technique for improving the system performance of a large distributed network, which can overcome the management overheads that are incurred in early studies for identifying the optimal locations for the replica before each request is served [39, 41] . For transparent data replication, caches are placed transparently to both the servers and the clients. Each cache intercepts any request that passes through its associated node, and either satisfies the request by sending the requested object to the client or forwards it upstream along the path to the server until it can be satisfied. Transparent data replication has a number of advantages [24, 34, 38] . First, it is transparent to both clients and servers. The additional bandwidth consumption and network delay for cache miss are minimized in that no request is detoured off the regular path. Moreover, it eliminates the extra overhead of locating the objects such as sending broadcast queries and maintaining directories. In general, there are two basic approaches for transparent data replication: en-route caching [4, 32] and hierarchical caching [31, 32] . With a hybrid transparent data replication model, it is formulated by combining both en-route and hierarchical caching. In this model, caches are organized in a hierarchical manner as in hierarchical caching, and each request from a client is routed on the access path from the client to the server as in en-route caching.
The performance of transparent data replication mainly depends on cache/proxy placement and cache content management (object placement, cache replacement, and cache content consistency).
In this survey, we present state-of-the-art techniques of cache/proxy placement for transparent data replication, which might be of great significance for solving the data management problem in the Knowledge Grid and Semantic Grid [42, 43] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the general model for cache/proxy placement in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 focus on cache/proxy placement for linear and tree topology, respectively. Finally, we summarizes our work and concludes this paper in Section 5.
Formal Model
We still represent the network by a graph denoted by
} is the set of nodes and E is the set edges. We also use c(v i , v j ) to denote the cost incurred on the edge (v i , v j ) and F i to denote the the overall traffic accessing the server that has to pass through node v i .
Obviously, placing a cahce/proxy at a node will make some requests that previously pass through this node are now satisfied at node v. This will introduce some cost saving, which is denoted by s(v). Although placing a cache/proxy at a node will also generate some cost (e.g., maintenance cost and hardware cost), it is really difficult to combine this cost with the cost saving defined above. In addition, it is impossible to place as many proxies as possible. Therefore, the general model for the problem of cache/proxy placement can be formalized as follows:
where P ⊆ V is a subset of nodes at each of which a cache/proxy is placed, M is the maximal number of proxies to be placed, and Φ(G, P ) is the relevant total cost gain generated. Therefore our objective is to find P * such that the total cost gain is maximized, i.e.,Φ(G, P * ) = max |P |≤M Φ(G, P ).
Cache/Proxy Placement for Linear Topology
In this section, we investigate the problem of cache/proxy for linear topology as shown in Figure  1 , where v 0 denotes the server. First, we discuss the case of placing M caches/proxies. Obviously, the problem can be formulated as an optimization problem as follows:
is a subset of nodes at each of which a cache/proxy is place, Φ(G, P ) is the relevant total cost gain generated. Therefore the objective is to find P * such that the total cost gain is maximized, i.e.,Φ(G, P * ) = max P Φ(G, P ). We also use OP T (M, n) to denote the maximal gain for placing M caches/proxies from n nodes in the network. Now we have the following algorithm for solving (2). Algorithm 4: Cache/Proxy Placement for Linear Topology 1. Initialization for i = 2 to n do k=1
2. Filling in the array for m = 2 to M do for i = m + 1 to n + 1 do k=m
In Algorithm 4, Q(i, j) = F (i) − F (j) and F (n + 1) = 0. It can be verified that the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n 2 M ), where n is the number of nodes in the network and M is the number of caches/proxies placed [18] .
Based on the analysis of multimedia object caching [23] , we can extend the relevant solution to solve the problem of transcoding proxy placement for linear topology. This problem can be formulated as an optimization problem as follows:
An optimal solution for (3) can be easily obtained by extending Theorem 3 in [23] . Before presenting a dynamic programming-based solution for (3), we give the following definition. 
Therefore, we can check all possible locations of I r (0 ≤ r ≤ n) and select the one that maximizes Based on the recurrences above, (3) can be solved using dynamic programming. After computing H * n and I n , we can start from v r = I n and obtain all the locations iteratively. It can be proved that the time complexity of the dynamic programming solution is O(n 2 lm), where n is the number of nodes, l is the number of the multimedia objects, and m the maximum number of versions for all the multimedia objects [22] .
Cache/Proxy Placement for Tree Networks
In this section, we present several solution for (1) when the network topology is a tree. Based on theorems 1 and 2 in [23] , we can find an optimal solution for (2) for tree networks [20] .
In [19] , the authors proposed an optimal algorithm for the problem as described in (2) for tree network. In [16] , the authors proposed an optimal solution for the problem as described in (2) for tree network with consideration of read and update operations. The idea is also similar to that for solving the problem of web object caching for tree networks as introduced in [23] .
In [24, 25] , the authors formulated this problem from another point of view. However, it can be transformed to the problem as formalized in (1) . In this paper, the authors also addressed the case of multiple servers and proposed an algorithm for finding the optimal solution with the time complexity of O(n 3 M ), where n is the number of nodes in the network and M is the number of caches/proxies to be placed.
In the following, we discuss the problem of transcoding proxy placement for tree network. Based on the analysis for object caching for multimedia objects in [23] , this problem can be defined as follows:
where P ⊆ V .
Obviously, our objective is to compute the locations for placing transcoding proxies in a subset of nodes P that maximizes Φ(G, P ). Similarly, we can formulate the proxy placement problem of placing M transcoding proxies by adding a constraint that |P = M .
Based on theorems 1 and 2 in [23] , the problem, i.e. 5, can be solved using dynamic programming with the following recurrences.
• Suppose that v ∈ V and C(v) = {v 1 Otherwise,
It is easy to see that the time complexity of the dynamic programming-based algorithm is O(n 2 lm), where n is the number of nodes, l is the number of the multimedia objects, and m the maximum number of versions for all the multimedia objects [21] .
Conclusions
Web caching is recognized as one of the effective techniques for reducing the user access latency and alleviating the network traffic. Many caching architectures have been proposed in the literature to cater different network environments. In this paper, we presented an overview of state-of-the-art techniques of cache/proxy placement for transparent data replication that has been shown to be an effective caching architecture.
